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ICO Startup Partners with Startup 
Marketing Firm For Explosive Results

About Strat Token

Strat Token ICO is a startup cryptocurrency based out of Wisconsin and Hyderabad, 
India.  The cryptocurrency works based on the ethereum blockchain network and is 
the world’s first Proof of Fitness coin.  Investors of the coin will be able to buy items 
through the fitness marketplace (later to launch) as well as purchase goods and 
services through Strat Token’s partner vendors.

The Situation

As a startup company, Strat Token had no marketing strategies implemented or 
discussed and had no marketing expert on their team.  Ignite! Marketing Solutions 
stepped in and presented our capabilities to the co-founders, who hired us on the 
spot.  Ignite! Marketing Solutions was named Strat Token’s Global Chief Marketing 
Officer and was tasked with the development and execution of Strat Token’s ICO 
marketing strategy; from Private Sale to Main ICO launch.

Plan of Action

Since Strat Token is a new company, Ignite! had a clean slate to work with.  Our first 
decision was to ensure the web presence of the token via several different channels: 
search engine keywords, website design and usability and social media presence.  
These solutions would be the backbone of what was to come for Strat Token.
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From a search engine point of view, we identified several keywords to be 
implemented on the back-end coding of the website, strattoken.io.  These keywords 
would allow for an increase in rating on Google and Bing search engines.  Following, 
we worked with Strat Token’s IT development team to ensure the functionality and 
asthetic of the website, in order to yield high conversions.  Lastly, we created and 
implemented Strat Token’s social media presence on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Telegram, Quora, and Medium.  All of the social media included strategic use of 
keywords in order to attract Strat Token’s demographic to their webpage in order to 
increase their whitelist for the ICO sale. 

Additional outlets included content development, press releases, and banner 
advertising on crypto-friendly websites.  From a content standpoint, Ignite! created 
the following pieces to encourage investors/users to increase their knowledge of the 
project as well as enhance Strat Token’s crediability:

1. White Paper - Strat Token, The Fitness Currency for the 21st Century
2. Whiter Paper - Mathematical Applied Science behind Strat Token
3. White Paper - How to Create an Ether Wallet
4. Whiter Paper (In Progress) - How to Send/Receive Cryptocurrency With Your New 

Wallet

As for press releases, Ignite! created and executed the release on several crypto 
websites including CCN.com, Bitcoin.com and Coinbase.com.  All of these included 
large banner advertising that Ignite! created, attached keywords to, implemented and 
tracked KPI performance on.

Results To Date

As of June 25th, 2018 the below KPI’s have been analyzed for Strat Token:

• Overall traffic to website has increased by 120% with white paper downloads 
equating to 80 (in crypto investor terms, a LOT of potential investment)

• Social Media presence has increased by 100% with post engagements increasing 
by 75% and follower activity increasing by 5,000%

• Press Releases have, on average, had 400 views worldwide per website
• Banner advertising have been viewed 40,000 times with a 15% conversion rate 

and increasing daily


